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A B S T R A C T

The visualization of categorical datasets is an open field of research. While a number
of standard diagramming techniques exist to investigate data distributions across mul-
tiple properties, these are rarely geared to take advantage of additional data properties
– either given or derived. As a result, the data display is not as expressive as it could
be when incorporating these properties, and it misses out on the potential of leveraging
these properties for the data’s interactive exploration. In this paper, we present the visu-
alization technique Parallel Hierarchies that is specifically tailored to take hierarchical
categorizations into account. With Parallel Hierarchies, it is possible to individually
adjust the desired level of detail for each categorical data property through drill-down
and roll-up operations. This enables the analyst to selectively change levels of detail as
the data analysis progresses and new questions arise. We illustrate the utility of Parallel
Hierarchies with a demographic and a biological use case, and we report on a qualita-
tive user study evaluating this visualization technique in an industrial scenario.

c© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Many aspects of our daily lives are hierarchically catego-
rized: the jobs we perform are specified using the Standard
Occupational Classification (SOC) hierarchy [1], the books we
loan from the library are organized by the Dewey Decimal Clas-
sification (DDC) [2], the illnesses we get are catalogued in the
International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related
Health Problems (ICD-10) [3], and so on. One of the most in-
teresting aspects of these hierarchical categorizations is when
they get applied to the same set of individuals or items, as
this enables us to systematically explore dependencies or cross-
correlations between them. For example, people in certain oc-
cupations may be more likely to get certain health problems,
and people with particular health problems may be more likely
to read books on specific self-help topics, and vice versa. In

∗Corresponding author: zana.vosough@sap.com

particular when not yet knowing these dependencies, interactive
exploration of different hierarchies in various combinations and
relations to each other, as well as at different levels of detail can
reveal unexpectedly high or low numbers – so called frequency
counts – between categories from different hierarchies.

Data visualization can enable such an interactive exploration
of how numerical quantities distribute across multiple hierar-
chies. For relating hierarchical data to each other, the most
common visualization approach is to draw different hierarchies
side by side and to connect them with visual links [4]. In
lack of a name for this type of visualization, it has been al-
luded to “as what Parallel Coordinates would resemble if the
axes were hierarchical in nature” [4, p.10]. Commonly, this
approach is focused on structural comparisons between similar
hierarchies, such as showing the overlap between them, or de-
termining which nodes have been added, removed, or changed
with each version of a hierarchy [5, 6]. Yet for quantitative
comparisons between entirely different hierarchies, this type of
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Fig. 1. Parallel Hierarchies showing some data properties of the US Census 1990 dataset. The current view shows the distribution of people with Western
European roots who were born in the US and work as mechanics on any kind of transportation equipment. One can see from this figure, that this was a
young profession in the 1990’s with approx. half of these people being in their 20’s and 30’s. Also, the state of Michigan stands out, which is no wonder as
it is not only famous for its automotive industry, but also for its people of European descent.

visualization has never actually been introduced, its design im-
plications have never been discussed, and the resulting repre-
sentations have never been evaluated.

This paper sets out to change this by providing a thorough
description for this type of visualization, which we call Parallel
Hierarchies and which is illustrated in Fig. 1. By contributing
the necessary details to decide when, in which way, and to what
end to use Parallel Hierarchies, this paper provides a point of
reference for future implementations, derivations, and applica-
tions of this visualization technique. This contribution breaks
down into three aspects:

• a formulation of the data analysis problem addressed by
Parallel Hierarchies in Section 2 and an overview of re-
lated work and visually similar techniques pertaining to
Parallel Hierarchies in Section 3;

• a description of the visual and interactive design aspects of
Parallel Hierarchies in Section 4, as well as a discussion of
common layout issues and limitations, and possible reme-
dies for them in Section 7;

• use case examples illustrating how to apply Parallel Hier-
archies in practice in Section 5 and a qualitative evaluation
highlighting some user responses and observed usage pat-
terns in Section 6.

In addition, we made the JavaScript/D3-based source code of
Parallel Hierarchies freely available under an Apache 2.0 li-
cense at https://parallelhierarchies.github.io

2. The Hierarchical Cross-tabulation Problem

Parallel Hierarchies are a visual-interactive solution to the
problem of cross-tabulating numerical aggregates over hier-
archical categories. This section unpacks and describes this
problem by breaking it down into the properties of the input
data (Which data is to be processed and shown by the visu-
alization?) and the necessary affordances of the visual out-
put (Which actions must be possible to perform on the visu-
alization?). We exemplify both using the 1990 US Census
data, of which 1% and 5% samples are publicly available at
https://www2.census.gov/census_1990/.

2.1. The Data: Hierarchical Categorical Aggregates
The data visualized by Parallel Hierarchies has three impor-

tant ingredients: data items with categorical properties, hierar-
chies defined over these categorical properties, and numerical
aggregates for each category.

Data Items. The basis of the data is formed by a set of items.
In case of the 1%-sample of the US Census data, this set con-
sists of 1.3 million data items – one for each person in the sam-
ple. Each data item has various properties. The properties of
interest to us are the categorical ones, such as place of birth, an-
cestral background, occupation, and industry from the census
dataset. If necessary, numerical properties can be transformed
into categorical ones to also include them in the analysis [7].

Hierarchies. Each categorical data property is further hier-
archically structured. This structure is usually explicitly given
in the form of a known classification, like the ones mentioned
in the introduction. But, it is also possible to define or derive
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hierarchical structures for a flat categorization. Defining such a
hierarchy involves some background knowledge about the data
property – e.g., by grouping people’s ages into age groups (ba-
bies, children, teenagers, young adults, etc.). Yet, it can also
be automatically derived without any background knowledge
on the data property, for example, by using a hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm for categorical data like ROCK [8]. Each hi-
erarchical property forms a set collection with the sets being
structured as an inclusion hierarchy [9, 10]. This means indi-
vidual items are grouped into smaller sets, smaller sets are sub-
sequently grouped into larger sets, until a single unifying set is
formed at the very top of the hierarchy – for example, places of
birth (e.g., municipalities) being grouped first by county, then
by state, country, and continent, until everything is unified un-
der the singular set “world”.
As we have multiple hierarchical categorizations given, these
can also be understood as special cases of multitrees [11] or
polyarchies [12] defined over the item set. In the US Census
dataset, hierarchies are predefined for the aforementioned cat-
egorical properties at https://www2.census.gov/census_
1990/pums_1990_b/document/.

Aggregates. Finally, we have aggregates (numerical values)
given for each category and their hierarchical groupings into
set collections. An aggregate can be understood as a function
that maps any data subset onto a non-negative real value. The
most common aggregate is simply the number of elements in
a set. For the census data, this would translate to the number
of people in a category – i.e., its frequency count. In addition,
it is also possible to involve another data property as a positive
weight being associated with each individual data item. Instead
of adding up the mere item counts for the categories, one can
also add up their weights into weighted frequency counts.

For the census data, we could use each person’s income as a
weight, so as not to compare the number of people in different
categories, but their combined income. Weighting by income
might make more sense to marketers and sales people, trying to
target groups of people with purchasing power. Whereas using
the mere number of people might make more sense to political
candidates, trying to win over the largest number of people, as
their votes are all counted equal regardless of their income.

2.2. The Task: Cross-tabulating Hierarchical Categories
The task we aim to perform on this data has two aspects: (1)

to find meaningful aggregation levels for the different hierar-
chies defined over the categorical properties of the dataset, and
(2) to investigate the interrelation between the different cate-
gories of the dataset at these levels.

For finding suitable aggregation levels, two principal ap-
proaches are possible: bottom-up by starting from the most
detailed level with all categories being shown and then suc-
cessively folding the detailed categories into fewer high-level
groups (roll-up); or top-down by starting from the least detailed
level with only the top categories being shown and then succes-
sively unfolding them into more low-level groups (drill-down).
Bottom-up and top-down approaches form dual perspectives
on the task [13], each with its own emphasis on the problem.
In terms of the census example, the bottom-up approach em-
phasizes the individual persons and how they are grouped into

increasingly broader categories, while the top-down approach
emphasizes the overall population and how it is segmented into
increasingly narrower categories.

For the interrelations between the different categories, the
data is cross-tabulated. This means given two sets from two
different hierarchical set collections, we are interested in their
intersection – i.e., the data items they share – and its corre-
sponding aggregate value. An example from the census data
would be when cross-tabulating the attributes place of birth and
ancestry: If the first set consists of all people born in California
and the second set consists of all people with Hispanic roots,
their intersection consists of all people fulfilling both of these
properties. Doing this for all possible property combinations
yields (weighted) pairwise frequency counts.

In combination, the described data and task specify the type
of problems for which Parallel Hierarchies provide a visual-
interactive solution. The following section highlights visual-
ization techniques that address similar problems to this.

3. Related Work

From a data perspective, visualization techniques tailored to
categorical datasets with additional properties have been pre-
sented in various contexts. The range of these techniques spans
from time-oriented categorical data – e.g., to study patient data
over time [14, 15], to geospatial categorical data – e.g., to study
election results [16, 17].

From a visual perspective, visualizations in the style of Par-
allel Coordinates [18, 19, 20] using interconnected parallel axes
have been proposed for a variety of data types. Examples are
Parallel Tag Clouds for textual data [21], Temporal Density Par-
allel Coordinates for time-varying data [22], and Parallel Node-
Link Bands for multi-modal social networks [23].

From both of these perspectives, Parallel Hierarchies add
onto a rich State-of-the-Art. In doing so, Parallel Hierarchies
combine ideas and approaches from various fields. Looking at
the data shown by Parallel Hierarchies (cf. Section 2.1), the ne-
cessity of its cross-sectional character becomes apparent: sets
of data items are usually shown using set visualization [24, 25],
hierarchical structures are commonly displayed using tree visu-
alization techniques [26, 27], and quantitative aggregates and
their distribution over various categories are mostly dealt with
by using categorical data visualization [28, 29].

Consequently, visualization techniques related to Parallel Hi-
erarchies also incorporate aspects of multiple of these areas, as
it is exemplified in Fig. 2. In the following, we discuss the
shown examples, which stand as representatives for the types
of visualization dealing with the different data combinations.

3.1. Visualizing Categorical Aggregates of Item Sets

Visualizations of this type show for an item set the pairwise
frequency counts between a number of properties. What they
lack is any hierarchy being defined over those properties.

Parallel Sets [30, 31] represent each property as an axis and
connect the categories of neighboring axes with ribbons whose
width is proportional to the number of items that exhibit both
categorical traits. In the example in Fig. 2(a), the item set
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Fig. 2. An overview of the research fields related to Parallel Hierarchies and representative techniques for their different combinations.

constitutes the people aboard the sinking Titanic and the axes
denote their categorical properties, such as booked class, age
group, and whether they survived. This allows cross-tabulating
the various categories to answer questions like How did first
class passengers fare compared to second class passengers?

What this representation does not convey is any hierarchi-
cal structure of the categories along the axes – e.g., the exam-
ple only distinguishes between adults and children for the age
property, but no further drill down into the large adult category
is possible. As a result, we cannot, for example specifically
investigate the fate of elderly passengers among the adults.

3.2. Hierarchical Visualization of Categorical Aggregates

Visualizations of this type show two or more hierarchies de-
fined over various categories together with a numerical aggre-
gate. What they miss, though, is an underlying item set. As
most data is given in the form of individual data items, visual-
izations of this type are rare.

One example is a visualization technique/device called Cos-
mograph [32] that was marketed by IBM in the 1930s. It was
designed to manually generate flow graphs without the help of
an “accomplished draughtsman” [33]. Cosmograph shows hier-
archically organized categories on each side – e.g., the salesmen
grouped into sales districts on the left and the various costs ag-
gregated into a simple hierarchy on the right in Fig. 2(b). For
each category, the numerical aggregate by which it contributes

to the total income/costs is shown as a percentage. This allows
identifying the salesmen and districts with high sales volumes,
as well as the cost positions contributing most to the expenses.

Yet, as it lacks the underlying set of individual sales trans-
actions, we cannot actually cross-tabulate the categories. Only
with the sales transactions – i.e., what was sold and its detailed
production costs, how it was sold and its detailed sales costs,
and who sold it where – we could relate the different categories
to each other to find out, for example, Which sales district in-
curs the highest sales costs? As this information is not given,
the strands are bundled in the center of the visualization, mak-
ing it impossible to cross-tabulate categories from both sides.

3.3. Visualizing Item Sets and Their Hierarchical Properties

These visualizations show an item set as it is distributed
across their hierarchical data properties. Yet, they lack a nu-
merical aggregate that would quantify this distribution.

An example of this kind of visualization are Hierarchical Vir-
tual Nodes (HVN) [34], which add hierarchical displays to each
axis of a Parallel Coordinates plot [18]. This way, each item
from the dataset is displayed as a sequence of curves routing
through the tree structure of each hierarchical axis. The exam-
ple in Fig. 2(c) shows a dataset of cars and the drawn curves
– one for each car – give a rough impression around which at-
tribute values certain cars cluster. A similar technique for tex-
tual data are Parallel hierarchical Coordinates (PhC) [35]. In
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some sense, HVN and PhC can be understood as generaliza-
tions of Hierarchical Parallel Coordinates (HPC) [36]: where
HPC clusters the item set as a whole, so that navigating the
cluster hierarchy steers the overall number of polylines across
all axes, HVN and PhC do so on a per-axis basis.

Yet, it does not convey the number of data items grouped in
the hierarchically structured categories. In the example, this
would mean to not only show the cars as individual curves, but
also to show how many there are and how their number dis-
tributes over the other data properties.

3.4. Hierarchical Visualization of Categorical Set Aggregates

Visualizations of this type actually show all of the mentioned
data aspects: the distribution of numerical aggregates of a set of
data items over hierarchically organized categories. This makes
these visualizations the closest relatives to Parallel Hierarchies.

For only a few hierarchical data properties, the literature
makes mention of Hierarchical Chord Diagrams [37, 38] – an
example of which is depicted in Fig. 2(d). These diagrams basi-
cally extend a regular chord diagram by showing an “inverted”
Sunburst visualization [39] of the different hierarchies on the
outside and connecting their categories with ribbons on the in-
side – somewhat similar to the Contingency Wheel [40] with
the wheel being a tree visualization, or like Holten’s radial tree
visualization with the bundled edges replaced by ribbons [41].
Note that the inversion of the Sunburst scheme into an “outside-
in tree visualization” [42] turns its inherent benefit into a draw-
back: where Sunbursts grow outwards so that with every level
more space is available on the circumference to show the in-
creasing details of the hierarchy, drawing Sunbursts outside-in
negates this effect so that it actually has less space available
with every shown hierarchy level.

Hierarchical Chord Diagrams appear as visual representa-
tions in some application domains, such as computer network-
ing and in the life sciences. To the best of our knowledge and
very much like Parallel Hierarchies, Hierarchical Chord Dia-
grams were never formally introduced or evaluated as a visual-
ization technique. The following sections fill this gap for Paral-
lel Hierarchies, positioning them as a well-designed alternative
to Hierarchical Chord Diagrams for future applications.

4. The Parallel Hierarchies Technique

Parallel Hierarchies is designed specifically to (1) navigate
multiple hierarchies defined over the categorical data properties
to find suitable aggregation levels, (2) cross-tabulate pairs of
categorical data properties at their respective aggregation level,
and (3) switch effortlessly between the two. Together with com-
mon guidelines for designing categorical displays [43, 44, 45],
these specifications informed our visualization design.

Parallel Hierarchies feature an arrangement of vertical axes
representing the different hierarchical data properties and al-
lowing for drill-down and roll-up interaction. These axes are
connected via curved horizontal ribbons that represent the pair-
wise (weighted) frequency counts for cross-tabulating neigh-
boring axes. The following sections describe the combined vi-
sual and interaction design of the base visualization in three
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Fig. 3. An individual axis functioning as a simplified Icicle plot. Clicking on
a category drills-down into the hierarchy. This condenses all siblings of the
clicked category to make space for unfolding the next level of subcategories.

steps: for an individual axis, for pairs of axes linked by rib-
bons, and for a series of multiple such connected axes. In a
fourth step, it details additional customization possibilities for
further fine-tuning of Parallel Hierarchies – mainly by means of
re-ordering axes, categories, and ribbons.

4.1. The Individual Axis: Showing Hierarchical Categories

Each individual axis in Parallel Hierarchies encodes one hier-
archical set collection. To serve as an axis, the hierarchy display
cannot take up much screen space and needs to be lean and un-
cluttered even for large hierarchies. For achieving this, we uti-
lize simplified Icicle Plots [46] where “simplified” means that
the hierarchy is not shown in full breadth and depth, but only
the branch currently in focus is displayed. We thus employ a
top-down approach, which is exemplified in Fig. 3 where we
perform a 3-step drill-down into a hierarchical property.

On the left of Fig. 3, the topmost level of the data prop-
erty is shown. The different categories are stacked into a Spine
Plot [47] to convey the univariate distribution of items among
them – i.e., the height of the vertical bar representing a category
is proportional to the aggregate value of that category.

A mouse click on one of the categories drills-down and leads
to the second view in Fig. 3. Note that the updated view fo-
cuses solely on the clicked category, which we call the active
category and displays its subcategories, which we likewise term
active subcategories. All siblings of the active category – i.e.,
those categories that we did not click on in the last step – are
now reduced to a stylized representation at the top and/or bot-
tom to provide a contextual indication of their number and their
positioning according to the current ordering scheme.

Another click on one of the active subcategories drills-down
further by making the clicked subcategory the new active cate-
gory and displaying its subcategories. The path to the initially
selected category is always visible as the clicked categories get
stacked from left to right. For a roll-up, the user can simply
click on one of these ancestral categories to make it the active
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category again. This interplay of the interactive exploration of
a tree’s topology with a dynamic adaptation of the tree’s dis-
play is reminiscent of the SpaceTree technique [48]. Albeit we
utilize a more condensed and simplified adaptation mechanism
that focuses solely on the path from the root to the active subcat-
egories – i.e., the “ancestor path”, as it is called in SpaceTrees.

The directionality of this path is indicated by a color gradi-
ent that assigns darker shades to the “older” ancestral categories
that have been unfolded and explored a while ago, and lighter
shades to the “younger” active subcategories that were just re-
cently added to the stack of categories and that are currently
explored. This minimalistic approach for exploring trees un-
der space constraints has been described in the literature, with a
preliminary evaluation suggesting that it outperforms other tree
views on small displays for tasks involving known targets [49].
In a sense, this form of drill-down/roll-up forms a combination
of pivoting certain values on an axis [50], grouping related val-
ues on an axis [51, 52], and filtering values on an axis [53].

The following list briefly describes the individual aspects
of this hierarchy representation as they are labeled from (a)
through (j) in Fig. 3:

(a) Name of the hierarchical data property, which can also be
interpreted as the root of the hierarchy. Note that we do
not otherwise show the root node in an axis as it has no
added value to show the “distribution” of a singular item.

(b) Current ordering scheme of the categories, and interaction
handle to change the scheme. Details on different order-
ings are given in Section 4.4.

(c) Unselected siblings positioned before the selected cate-
gory according to the currently chosen ordering scheme.
The representation is stylized, meaning that nothing is en-
coded in their height; they merely indicate their number.

(d) Ancestors of the active category (i). The ancestors rep-
resent the path of clicked categories that led to the current
view. Ancestors also serve as interaction handles to trigger
roll-up operations back to their level.

(e) Small + marker indicating that this particular active sub-
category splits even further into more detailed subcate-
gories. If such a more detailed categorization is needed,
an active subcategory with such a marker can be clicked to
trigger a drill-down operation.

(f) Active subcategories split the aggregate value of the cur-
rent active category (i) and encode these splits proportion-
ally in their respective heights. In addition, they present
possible options for further drill-down operations.

(g) On demand detail information showing up when mousing
over any category – ancestor (d), active category (i), or
active subcategory (f). The shown details include the full
name of the category, and its absolute aggregate value, as
well as the relative aggregate value w.r.t. the data subset
currently visible and w.r.t. the total dataset.

(h) Gaps in between active subcategories (f) delineate the sub-
categories from each other. The size of the gaps varies (cp.
second axis in Fig. 3) with the number of active subcate-
gories, as the available whitespace is distributed equally
between subcategories.
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Fig. 4. Connecting the active subcategories of two axes with ribbons to show
their pairwise frequency counts. Hovering over a ribbon with the mouse
highlights it and displays detail information.

(i) Active category indicating the current focus of the axis, as
every drill-down operation also implies a filtering of sib-
ling nodes of the active category and of its ancestors (c,j).

(j) Unselected siblings positioned after the selected category
according to the current ordering scheme.

4.2. Two Interlinked Axes: Showing Pairwise Frequencies
When combining two of these axes, we can display two dif-

ferent hierarchical set collections, one on each axis. To indi-
cate their pairwise intersections for all active subcategories of
both axes, we connect both axes with curved ribbons whose
width is proportional to the aggregate value of the intersection
they represent. Together, these ribbons provide for a full cross-
tabulation of both sets of active subcategories.

Fig. 4 gives an example of two connected axes, cross-
tabulating their active subcategories. The two axes stack the
hierarchy levels towards each other, so as to make connecting
them easier. Curved, light gray ribbons are drawn from one ac-
tive subcategory on one axis to another active subcategory of
the respective other axis if these share at least one data item –
i.e., their corresponding aggregate value is larger than 0. We
decided for using curved instead of straight ribbons – specif-
ically cubic Bézier curves – as smooth paths and contours are
known to be easier to follow than straight ones [54, p.191]. This
is particularly important, as the ribbons potentially connect all
active subcategories of one axis with all active subcategories of
a neighboring axis, leading to a cluttered display that can be
challenging for tracing individual ribbons.

The width of the individual ribbons corresponds to the mag-
nitude of the associated frequency count, which means for our
example, the more people fall into both subcategories, the wider
their connecting ribbon. In sum, the width of the ribbons stack
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up to the overall aggregate of both connected active categories.
The ribbons generally follow any interactive operation (drill-
down, roll-up, reorder,...) performed on the axes. Mousing over
an active subcategory highlights all incident ribbons. Mous-
ing over a ribbon highlights both incident active subcategories.
The latter also yields more detailed information on demand and
shows for example the absolute and relative aggregate value for
a selected intersection.

It has to be noted that the space between two axes is con-
strained by the available screen space, which can be prob-
lematic for drilling into particularly deep hierarchies. Result-
ing layout problems can be that both hierarchies do not leave
enough space for routing the ribbons in between them, or the
Icicle plots could even meet in the middle. To avoid these prob-
lems, we define a maximum number of levels to be stacked onto
an axis. If this number is exceeded, ancestor categories further
away than this maximum number of levels from the active cat-
egory become increasingly thinner to save horizontal space.

4.3. Multiple Linked Axes: Propagating Frequencies
Concatenating multiple instances of the bivariate display in-

troduced in the previous section effectively extends it into a
full-fledged Parallel Hierarchies visualization. From a visual
perspective, this extension is simple: to be able to connect rib-
bons to intermediate axes from both sides, we simply mirror the
Icicle plots for all axes except the leftmost and rightmost ones.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Conceptually, this extension brings up a number of new as-
pects that need to be considered for the axes, as well as for the
ribbons. Showing only (weighted) pairwise frequency counts
between neighboring axes limits the analysis to 2-way cross-
tabulations between those categorical properties shown. To
counter this effect, Parallel Hierarchies allow for flexible con-
figuration of the axes – i.e., which properties are shown as axes
and in which order – as it is also common for Parallel Coordi-
nates. This configuration is manually adjusted by adding, mov-
ing, and removing axes until the view is appropriately config-
ured to answer a given analysis question.

Yet however purposefully configured, the resulting view is
still restricted to only cross-tabulating neighboring pairs of
axes. To mitigate this restriction to some extent, the hover-
ing/highlighting mechanisms for active subcategories and rib-
bons is further refined to propagate the highlighted items across
axes and to show their spread across the whole view. For ex-
ample, on the right side of Fig. 5 the ribbon connecting “Cat.2-
5.2.1” with “Cat.3-5.2” is moused over. This highlights the rib-
bon itself and shows how many data items fall into the inter-
section of these two properties. In addition, this subset of data
items is further propagated to the left, showing how these data
items are distributed across the different active subcategories of
“Cat.1-2”. While all involved ribbons between “Axis 1” and
“Axis 2” are highlighted, the distribution of the moused over
subset among these ribbons is indicated with a darker highlight
at the bottom of each ribbon. In the shown case, we see that
most of these data items fall into category “Cat.1-2.3”.

To better distinguish the different axes from each other, our
particular realization applies a color coding to the axes that as-
signs different colors to different axes, as shown in Fig. 1. The
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Fig. 5. Concatenating multiple axes and interlinking them with curved rib-
bons to represent multiple pairwise frequency counts. When highlighting
a ribbon in this setup, the highlighted data subset is visually propagated to
indicate its distribution across axes.

colors of the axes follow Paul Tol’s categorical color scheme
Palette II [55], which is specifically designed to be compatible
with both light and dark backgrounds. This makes it easy to
plug Parallel Hierarchies into different applications regardless
of whether they use a light or a dark UI theme.

It has to be noted that all axes are linked into a unified visu-
alization. This means that any interactive change (roll-up/drill-
down) to one of the axes affects the shown item set as whole and
not just the one represented by the changed axis. For example,
if one was to drill-down further, for example into the subcate-
gory “Cat.3-5.1” in Fig. 5, this would not just reduce the item
set on “Axis 3” and its incident ribbons, but for the entire visu-
alization. I.e., the height of the active subcategories on all other
axes and the width of their incident ribbons would also adjust
to then reflect the particular distribution among those data items
falling into “Cat.3-5.1” only. As a result of this interlinkage, a
few drill-down operations on some of the axes can reduce the
shown dataset significantly, up to the point where the visible
item set is no longer large enough to draw meaningful conclu-
sions from it. To give the user an overview of how much of
the dataset has already been filtered out and is no longer visi-
ble, a small column chart at the top of the visualization gives
an indication of this information. See Fig. 6 for the column
chart corresponding to the data shown in Fig. 1. The column
chart gives the user not only an idea of what portion of the data
is missing overall (gray column), but also to which degree the
drill-down operations on the different axes are responsible for
it, as the columns follows the color coding and axis ordering of
the main visualization. If desired, the user can also switch the
column chart around to indicate the percentage of the data that
remains visible.

4.4. Fine-tuning Parallel Hierarchies through Reordering

The previous sections describe the base visualization of Par-
allel Hierarchies including interactive means of its adaptation,
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b)a)

Fig. 6. Column chart indicating how much of the overall dataset is cur-
rently visible (a) or filtered out (b). The column in gray gives an overall
indication for each, whereas the colored columns indicate to which degree
the drill-down on the corresponding axes is responsible for this.

such as drill-down and roll-up of hierarchy levels, or adding
and removing axes. This section expands on possible adapta-
tions of the base technique by discussing the finer details of its
layout and exploring their degrees of freedom. These degrees
of freedom mainly stem from the fact that neither the different
data properties (axes), their different categories (active subcat-
egories), nor the pairwise intersections between them (ribbons)
have an inherent order that dictates their position on the screen.
Instead, we are quite flexible to adjust that order as it is suitable
for the analysis task at hand.

4.4.1. Reordering Strategies for the Axes
When deciding for an arrangement of the axes, it depends to

what end this arrangement is made. We distinguish between
two cases: providing an overview of the data with all data prop-
erties being equally important, and looking at details of how a
specific data property of interest relates to the rest of them.

In the first case, where no particular data attribute is of
more interest than any other, we are free to arrange the axes
in whichever way produces the clearest and least cluttered
overview. The common approach used for Parallel Coordinates
aims to identify correlations, convergences, or other patterns
between axes, so that placing these axes next to each other
yields a less cluttered output that clearly exhibits the found pat-
terns [19, Sec.6.2]. This approach does not work for Parallel
Hierarchies, as we are cross-tabulating all active subcategories
between two axes. This means, in many cases we have a com-
plete many-to-many connectivity between the axes, where the
connections only differ in their respective pairwise frequency
count – i.e., all possible ribbons are present and differ only in
their respective widths. To reduce some clutter, we suggest to
reduce the number of ribbons by applying one of the following
two heuristics:

Alternate axes with many active subcategories and axes with
few active subcategories. As potentially all subcategories of an
axis are connected to all neighboring subcategories, it makes
sense not to place two axes with many subcategories next to
each other, as that would produce a high number of ribbons and
thus massive clutter between them.

Place axes with a one-to-many relation next to each other.
If two data attributes exhibit such a relation, it is even possible
to relate them without any ribbon crossings at all. An example
would be the sales districts and salesmen from Fig. 2(b), where
each salesman is associated with exactly one district.

In the second case, where we want to explore the interrela-
tions of one particular data property to all other properties, we
need to prioritize this aim over clutter reduction. This can be
done in two ways:

Positioning the axis of interest in the middle. This simple idea
stems from the observation that assessing propagated item sets
across multiple axes becomes increasingly difficult the more
axes the propagation passes. This is as with every axis, the item
set gets further spread into increasingly thinner partial ribbons
that are further and further away from the originally highlighted
subcategory or ribbon. By placing the axis of interest in the
middle of the view, this effect is lessened to some degree.

Adding the axis of interest multiple times and interleaving
it with the others. Parallel Hierarchies also permit to add the
same axis multiple times, so that it can be placed in alternating
sequence with the other axes. This approach makes it easier
to cross-tabulate the axis of interest with all others, as it does
not rely on propagation. Yet, it also requires more horizontal
screen space to accommodate the duplicates.

Note that these four strategies can of course be combined
with each other. For example, we can position an axis of interest
in the middle and still arrange all other axes in an alternating
fashion with respect to their number of subcategories around
the central axis.

4.4.2. Reordering Strategies for the Categories
Much has been published on how to establish a sensible sort-

ing of items with no inherent order along an axis [56, 57, 58].
As it turns out, there is no universal order that would satisfy
all possible visualization needs and support all possible visu-
alization tasks. Instead, it is paramount to be able to switch
between different sorting strategies depending on the analysis
task, which can be loosely aligned with the task taxonomy by
Andrienko and Andrienko [59]:

• Direct look-up tasks (given: category, sought: corre-
sponding value/count) benefit from an alphabetical order
that allows users to quickly find categories by their name.

• Indirect look-up tasks (given: aggregate value/count,
sought: category) benefit from an ordering according to
the aggregate values or counts of each category.

• Comparison tasks (given: categories, sought: their rela-
tion) benefit from an ordering of categories that minimizes
clutter and crossings when connecting to neighboring axes
to visually identify categories with similar and/or different
connection patterns.

• Relation-seeking tasks (given: a relation, sought: cate-
gories conforming to that relation) benefit from any order-
ing of categories that take the given relation into account
– e.g., ordering based on a correspondence analysis when
looking for similar categories.

Ordering based on results from a correspondence analysis
has been treated in depth by Johansson and Johansson [60],
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Fig. 7. Before (a) and after (b) applying the crossing minimization to the ordering of categories along the axes. In this example, the crossing minimization
reduces the number of ribbon crossings from 134 down to 23. In general, it can be observed that the crossing minimization is most effective for drilled-down
views where no longer every category is connected to every other category, as the data gets more sparse.

and we refer the interested reader to their work for details. Re-
ordering categorical items on parallel axes to reduce crossings
between their connecting lines or ribbons can be formalized as
an instance of the k-Layer Straightline Crossing Minimization
problem, which is known to be NP-hard even for k = 2 [61]. For
computing optimized orderings, we employ Step II of the well-
known Sugiyama layout heuristic [62] in combination with the
barycenter method. This has already proven to be an efficient
heuristic for crossing minimization for bipartite graphs [63],
and it has also been successfully used to reduce ribbon cross-
ings in storyline visualizations [64, 65]. As an additional opti-
mization, a greedy switching heuristic can optionally be used
in addition to the barycenter method [66]. While this addi-
tional heuristic is able to generate slightly better results in most
cases, it also requires a much longer runtime. This makes it ill-
suited for use in exploratory analyses, but it is a good option for
“pretty printing” a final result for presentation purposes.

Other quality metrics for ribbon-based visualizations aside
their crossing number have been proposed in the literature.
For example, Perin et al. [67] considered large link heights –
i.e., large vertical spans of ribbons – to be disadvantageous
to reading a visualization. The reason is that ribbons of large
height are more susceptible to the line width illusion if they
are straight [68] or to the sine illusion if they are curved [69].
Both of these illusions alter the appearance of a ribbon’s width
depending on its slope. This is echoed by observations on the
legibility of Stacked Graphs, where bands of the same nominal
thickness yet with very different slopes appear to be of different
width [70]. These considerations are also a concern for Paral-
lel Hierarchies. But since ribbons with a large vertical span are
also prone to cross a large number of other ribbons, the applied
crossing minimization implicitly also reduces the link heights.

Another often-found consideration in relation to visual clut-
ter is the angular resolution of those lines that nevertheless do
cross each other [71]. Taking this into account, one might want
to reorder so as to also maximize angular resolution, which is
beneficial for tracing crossing lines as it avoids confusing the
lines due to narrow crossing angles. Yet, this issue is not as
prevalent when ribbons cross each other, as in most cases the

ribbons have different widths and can thus easily be identified
when tracing them across parts where they overlap. In case of
doubt, a simple mouse over highlights any ribbon showing ex-
actly where it originates and where it leads.

As Parallel Hierarchy visualizations tend to also incorporate
axes with an inherent order (e.g., age groups) or a user specified
order (e.g., sort by name or value), we keep the categories on
those axes fixed and use them as starting points for computing
the order of the remaining axes. The effect of reordering the
categories along the axes is illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows
how this approach unclutters the view. From our experience,
the Sugiyama layout heuristic using the barycentric algorithm
reduces crossings on average by 20% to 25%. The additional re-
duction by postprocessing the barycentric order with the greedy
heuristic lies around 1%-2%, but can be up to 7% in rare cases.

4.4.3. Reordering Strategies for the Ribbons
The third possibility to fine-tune the appearance of Parallel

Hierarchies is to adjust the vertical order of multiple ribbons
connecting from/to the same active subcategory of an axis. This
order is not predetermined by the data, yet most axes-based
visualizations featuring ribbons use a “source-based” ordering
that sorts ribbons along an axis according to their order along
the neighboring axis to which they connect. This makes sense
as it eases tracing ribbons from one axis to another by giving us
a rough idea of where a ribbon should land on the far side: if it
originates from a subcategory at the bottom, it will also connect
to the bottom of any subcategory on the other axis, and vice
versa.

As for the rendering order of the ribbons – i.e., which ribbons
to draw first and which last – this is only an issue for opaque
ribbons that would overplot already drawn ones. For opaque
ribbons, one could for example choose to draw wide ribbons
first and thin ribbons last. This strategy would ensure that a few
thin “outlier ribbons” are not covered up by the wider ones. Or
the ribbons could be drawn in the opposite order, if one wants to
make sure that a few wide “main trend ribbons” are not drowned
out by a crisscross of hundreds of thin ones. In our implemen-
tation of Parallel Hierarchies, this point is of lesser interest, as
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Fig. 8. Parallel Hierarchies visualization of a 100k sample of the US Census 1990 dataset. The highlight emphasizes the few women among the US-born
engineers who work in the production of durable goods.

we use semi-transparent ribbons with alpha blending. Yet in
the same vain as the different ordering strategies, we could of
course assign different alpha values to emphasize certain rib-
bons more than others, making sure they are well visible.

5. Applying Parallel Hierarchies

The following describes two use cases in which we applied
Parallel Hierarchies – one use case looking at demographic data
from the US, and the other use case dealing with genome data
of yeast. These two examples are to provide a first impression
of Parallel Hierarchies in action in two very different fields.

5.1. US Census Data
The US Census dataset was already briefly introduced in Sec-

tion 2. In this section, we look at a subset of 100k items from
that data. The dataset features 68 attributes, some of them nu-
merical, others categorical, and out of the categorical ones a few
with a given hierarchy. In this example we focus mainly, but not
exclusively on the hierarchical attributes. The view in Fig. 8
shows three of them: POB (indicating the Country in which the
person was born), INDUSTRY (the type of industry in which
a person works), and OCCUP (a person’s primary occupation).
Furthermore, we added a hierarchization of the numerical cate-
gory AGE into age groups and the flat categorical attribute SEX.
The aggregate values represented by the height of the categories
and by the width of the ribbons are the number of people.

We want to investigate the relation between different
work environments as signified by the attributes OCCUP and
INDUSTRY, and the AGE and SEX of the people working there.

Hence in Fig. 8, we rearranged the axes so that OCCUP and
INDUSTRY are in the center of the view. Moreover, we avoided
placing POB and OCCUP next to each other as they both have
many subcategories, which would produce a high number of
ribbons. In addition, we adjusted the ordering strategies for
some axes. For example, the POB axis is ordered descending
according to the aggregate value, so that it supports the indi-
rect look-up of states from where many or few people stem.
In contrast, the AGE axis benefits from an ordering by descrip-
tion, so that the different age groups are ordered ascending from
youngest to oldest, thus supporting a direct look-up strategy.

In this example we drilled-down to the people born in the US,
who work as engineers in any industry manufacturing durable
goods. We immediately see the small number of women work-
ing in this area. Upon hovering over this category, the women
in this view are highlighted and we learn from the tooltip that
only 6% of all employees in this area are women – 21 in to-
tal. From the spread of the highlighted ribbons, we also see that
these women are mainly in their 30’s and about a third of them
stem from California. When changing the aggregate value from
the number of people to their income, which is not depicted in
the figure, one can further find that while there are roughly 13
times more men than women working in this field, these men
make 20 times the money that the women make.

More details on this use case and a showcase of the described
interactive analysis is given in the accompanying video. When
showcasing the visualization to demographers who work with
such data on a daily basis, they immediately noticed the gen-
erality of the Parallel Hierarchies approach. In particular for
questions involving cross correlations, they were eager to use
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Fig. 9. Parallel Hierarchies visualization of the yeast (S. cerevisiae) genome and its Gene Ontology annotations. The view was drilled-down to display
only genes that relate to the DNA metabolic process in intracellular membrane-bound organelles whose function involves nucleoside-triphosphatase. The
current highlight emphasizes the subset of genes that are encoded on chromosome 7 – which pinpoints exactly three out of the more than 3, 000 genes.

the visualization – e.g., to investigate how the degree of ed-
ucation, place of birth, and level of income influence life ex-
pectancy and fertility rates as predicted by different statistical
models using different parameter settings.

5.2. Yeast Gene Ontology Annotations
Understanding how cells function requires an understand-

ing of the molecular parts of the cell, its genes and the pro-
teins they encode. And while ribbon-based visualizations for
biomedical use cases have been proposed in the past (see
e.g., StratomeX [72] or CooccurViewer [73]), they are still far
from commonplace in the toolbox of biomedical researchers.
In this use case, we consider a dataset of 3, 813 genes of
the S. cerevisiae (yeast) genome, which we obtained together
with their chromosomal locations from the Saccharomyces
Genome Database (SGD, https://www.yeastgenome.org).
For the categorical properties, we used their annotations from
the Gene Ontology (GO, http://www.geneontology.org/
page/downloads). These annotations form three hierarchies:
cellular component, biological process, and molecular func-
tion. As shown in Fig. 9 (right side), Parallel Hierarchies let us
visualize the yeast genes and their chromosomal localization.
In addition, we can display their Gene Ontology annotations as
hierarchical axes in Fig. 9 (left side).

In this use case, we seek to identify genes involved in a
specific biological process, having a given molecular function
in a particular cellular compartment. Specifically, we want to
find the genes that are localized in the intracellular membrane-
bounded organelle (cellular component), that bind nucleoside-
triphosphatase activity (molecular function), and that are in-
volved in DNA metabolic process (biological process). This

task is challenging because it requires simultaneously navigat-
ing several hierarchies and performing a joint selection. Iden-
tifying such genes would typically require writing a database
query or custom script. There are two obstacles to this: First,
the actual terms and concepts to be queried against have to be
know in the first place, which is not obvious when dealing with
an ontology consisting of tens of thousands of concepts. Sec-
ond, assuming that the parameters of the query are known, it
remains necessary to write and perform the query itself – some-
thing that requires a certain degree of expertise. In the words of
one of our biologist interviewee: “Asking a biologist to write a
complex database query is equivalent to asking computer scien-
tist to run a gel electrophoresis, possible in theory but unlikely
in practice.” Online tools such as genome browsers or Gene
Ontology browsers exist to aid biologists, but these cannot vi-
sualize the interplay between different concepts, let alone allow
to specify the sought genes across different hierarchies.

A first advantage of Parallel Hierarchies is that drilling-down
into a specific hierarchy reduces the drill-down choices avail-
able for the other hierarchies – a key feature to facilitate inter-
active exploration of the data. For example, drilling down to a
specific cellular compartment can decrease the number of cor-
responding genes by two orders of magnitude but also reduces
the number of relevant molecular functions and biological pro-
cesses. Indeed, when we asked biologists to test our visualiza-
tion, they mentioned that “It is great that selecting a specific
term deep in a hierarchy can teach what other terms are rele-
vant in other hierarchies.”

Another advantage of the joint visualization is that the rela-
tionships between hierarchies becomes explicit. For example,
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Fig. 10. Parallel Hierarchies visualization of the costing structure of an industrial pump with 92 items. In this view, we show the particular costing
structure of the casing. To ease observing its distribution across the other data properties, the axis “Cost Item” has been added twice. The current
highlight emphasizes the labor of inserting a flat seal, which is in the medium price range and entirely variable in its price, as wages are often a fluctuating
factor.

Fig. 9 shows the preponderance of genes encoding helicases in
the Yeast cell nucleus. Moreover, by rolling up the molecular
function dimension we can visualize the proportion of nucleus
genes that function by means of nucleoside-triphosphatase ver-
sus all genes localized in the DNA metabolic process. The
highlighting feature of Parallel Hierarchies allows us further-
more to highlight specific chromosomes (here chromosome 7)
and see which nucleoside-triphosphatase activity, intracellular
membrane-bounded organelle genes are located on that chro-
mosome. This facilitates interesting and complex observations
such as that all genes involved in nucleoside-triphosphatase ac-
tivity found in the nucleus except for HFM1 are encoded on
chromosome 7, and are directly involved in DNA recombina-
tion. Biologists to which we showed this interactive querying
mentioned that “exploring such datasets often requires that we
ask an expert such as a bioinformatician to do the analysis for
us, write our own scripts, or go through some tedious manual
search. With this solution I just have to look and click.”

The ribbons’ height – which is proportional to the number of
genes – helps to convey the relative number of genes involved
in different biological processes, molecular functions, localized
on different cellular compartments, and encoded on different
chromosomes. Besides the interactive visual representation of
such a dataset, this use case illustrates how Parallel Hierarchies
can help to find a needle in a haystack by providing a faceted
search interface through the individual drill-down/roll-up of the
different hierarchical axes.

6. Evaluating Parallel Hierarchies

Our particular realization of Parallel Hierarchies, as it was
described in the previous section, was initially developed as an
interactive visual analysis technique in the domain of product
costing. Product costing involves analyses where one wants to
break down the overall costs of a product along various aspects,
such as cost types (e.g., labor, materials, patent fees, and taxes)
and product components (e.g., frame, tires, electronics, engine,
and seats) to find cost drivers and thus potential savings when
designing a new product. The requirements for a visualization,
which is able to support such interactive analyses, were estab-
lished over the course of multiple formative user studies as part
of the SAP Product Life-cycle Costing (PLC) co-development
program [74].

As part of these formative user studies, we investigated the
current use of visualization tools in this particular application
domain, which turned out to be mostly pie charts and bar charts
as they are offered by today’s spreadsheeting software. Yet none
of these diagrams are actually used to perform costing analyses.
These analyses are currently conducted by applying filters or
by writing functions in spreadsheet-based software solutions.
There is no tool available to interactively explore the data and
look for patterns or outliers in the data set.

As none of the used diagrams is a good fit for the complex na-
ture of the costing data, we exposed the participants in a second
study to Treemaps [75] and Sankey Diagrams [76] to show the
hierarchical break-down of costs along the categories. These
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visualizations were met with great enthusiasm by the costing
experts and the Parallel Hierarchies technique was the logi-
cal combination of the Treemap hierarchy display (albeit now
shown as Icicle plots) and of the interconnection among cate-
gories with ribbons in the Sankey Diagrams.

Since these initial studies were conducted, more than 30 cus-
tomers and partners who partake in that program have given
input on the design of Parallel Hierarchies, which took about 2
years from start to finish. It is in this setting that we conducted
an empirical qualitative user study [77] of the resultant Parallel
Hierarchies technique, on which this section reports.

6.1. Setup of the Evaluation

The Data: The general properties of the dataset used in the
evaluation follow the costing scenario: The set of data items
contains the individual product parts, including intangible parts
such as software licenses and measures for quality control.
The hierarchical categories are defined over the categorical at-
tributes of these product parts – e.g., material type, place of pro-
duction, and the part/whole relationship that via multiple stages
forms the overall product from these parts. While material type
does not strike one as being of hierarchical nature, individual
materials can in fact be hierarchically grouped – for example,
into raw materials, packaging materials, services, etc. The nu-
merical aggregate was the cost. For our evaluation we used
a small realistic dataset for an industrial pump with 92 parts
and 6 attributes associated with each part. This dataset was
based on a real-world dataset from one of our customers, but
was slightly modified by us to obscure its source and to inject a
known ground truth for the participants to find. The dataset is
shown in Fig. 10.

The Participants: We conducted our evaluation with 15
product costing experts from 9 companies in individual 1-hour
sessions over the course of two days. The participants were
recruited during a customer workshop and all of them had no
prior visualization experience beyond standard charts as they
are available in most spreadsheet and BI software. Their ap-
plication backgrounds are mainly the automotive and machine
building industries, where they work in various roles from IT
specialists to managers. This group of participants had the fol-
lowing structure, which is also shown in Fig. 11:

• Age: min= 21, avg= 37.7, max= 61

• Years of Experience: min= 1, avg= 12.2, max= 35

• Gender: 2 female, 13 male

• Roles: 6 controllers, 4 IT specialists, 3 managers, 2 con-
sultants

The Tasks: Six tasks were chosen to cover topology-based
and attribute-based tasks, which we “borrowed” from the field
of graph visualization [78]. While being a completely differ-
ent area of visualization, graph visualization tasks work well in
our case, as Parallel Hierarchies include topology (the hierar-
chies and the structure defined by the ribbons) and numerical
attributes (the aggregate values). Thus choosing tasks, which
demand to traverse the topology and to identify and compare
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Fig. 11. Structural break-down of the group of study participants.

numerical attributes in any combination, seems to provide a
good sample of possible tasks performed with Parallel Hierar-
chies in the wild. After formulating the tasks, all of the tasks
were reviewed by project members who are experts in the field
of product costing to make sure that they are granulated enough
and reflect the users’ daily base tasks within their current prod-
uct costing application. Concretely, the six tasks were:

T1 Which country does the main part of the Drive come from?
T2 What is the price range of most Shaft sub-items? And from

which country are most of the items in that price range?
T3 Which item among those with a manual price source has

the most sub-items?
T4 Which component split has only variable cost portions?
T5 What percentage of the cost for the Casing comes from

Overheads component split?
T6 What percentage of the total cost stems from the fixed cost

portion?

The domain language masks in particular the topology-based
nature of some tasks. Yet, for example, it is evident that T2
requires a traversal of ribbons or that T3 requires a drill-down
into the hierarchy to identify the most sub-items which cannot
be gleaned from the height of the bars as these encode their cost
and not their quantity.

6.2. Procedure of the Evaluation

The goal of our study was to check for comprehension and
interaction hurdles with the visual representation, as well as to
observe how users without prior visualization knowledge actu-
ally use Parallel Hierarchies and what they think of it. To that
end, our study followed a defined procedure that consisted of
five steps:

1. background questions to establish participants’ levels of
experience and corporate role;

2. explanation and exemplification of the Parallel Hierarchies
visualization and its interactive features;

3. practical warm-up for the participants to familiarize them-
selves with the technique;

4. performing the six product costing tasks outlined above;
5. wrap-up questionnaire to gather overall user experience in-

dicators and open feedback.
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Data was gathered through semi-structured interviews [79] for
step 1, through think-aloud protocol [80] for the practical steps
2 to 4, and through the standardized User Experience Question-
naire (UEQ) [81] for step 5. Questions arising during the practi-
cal steps were noted down and answered, as helping participants
does not introduce bias to their overall experience, since accu-
racy and timing of their task performance were not measured.

6.3. Results from the Evaluation
The evaluation yielded three types of results: our observa-

tions while the participants were solving the tasks, results from
the UEQ questionnaire, and the users’ free-form feedback.

6.3.1. Observations
Our first observation was an apparent relation between age

and learning curve, by which we mean “how fast the user will
learn the set of skills required to perform tasks with a given vi-
sualization” [82]. After dividing the participants into two age
groups, we observed that the first group of 7 participants (from
20 to 30 years old) performed the tasks with more ease and con-
fidence than the second group of 8 participants (from 31 to 65
years old). Where younger participants had no major problems
using Parallel Hierarchies after our short 5-minute explanation,
older participants still needed a lot of guidance in using it.

This observation is underlined by fact that participants from
the younger age group asked for help during one task on aver-
age, whereas participants from the older age group required our
help during 2.5 tasks on average. Surprisingly this observation
was indeed aligned with the age of the participants and not with
the years of experience – i.e., it did not really matter for how
long a participant had already been working with the current
tools of the trade and there was apparently nothing they needed
to “unlearn” first to be able to learn the new visualization.

The participants’ questions with regard to Parallel Hierar-
chies were on one hand geared towards understanding the visual
mapping – particularly the meaning of the ribbons. Most par-
ticipants first tried to solve the tasks by looking at and compar-
ing the heights of the active subcategories, which makes sense
given their familiarity with bar charts. Only when that did not
work they invested the extra efforts of switching their mental
map to parse and trace the unfamiliar ribbons. One of the par-
ticipants mentioned that “First I do my best to find the answers
by the bars, then tool-tip information. If none of them works,
then I will try to understand the flows.”

Questions with respect to the interactive adaptation of Par-
allel Hierarchies came usually up when the participants were
expected to adjust the hierarchy levels using drill-down and
roll-up operations, but did not realize this possibility or what
could be gained from it. This was mainly the case when work-
ing on task T3, where most participants got stuck when trying
to solve it with a singular view – i.e., they were trying to find
one perfect view that answered the question. Yet this was not
possible in this case, as to solve this task they were required
to drill-down and roll-up on three different subcategories of the
“Cost Item” axis, and then to compare the values they found for
each subcategory. This indicates that the participants perceived
drill-down and roll-up mainly for adjusting the visualization un-
til the sought information comes into view, which can then be

Dimension Avg. Value Std. Error Alpha
Attractiveness 2.095 0.770 0.86
Perspicuity 1.893 0.944 0.87
Dependability 1.946 1.253 0.75
Efficiency 2.054 0.701 0.74
Stimulation 2.000 0.679 0.80
Novelty 2.482 0.616 0.79

Table 1. Overall UEQ test results from our study.

analyzed. To use them also as part of analysis itself by contin-
uously going back and forth between hierarchy levels to form a
larger picture of an insight that cannot be pinpointed on a single
level of detail was not part of their repertoire of analysis strate-
gies. In particular this latter observation is highly promising for
Parallel Hierarchies, as it opens up a way to gain such insights
in this particular domain.

6.3.2. UEQ Results:
The UEQ test uses 26 adjective pairs that are assigned to six

user experience factors: attractiveness, perspicuity, efficiency,
dependability, stimulation, and novelty. Each adjective pair
(e.g., from attractive to unattractive, from predictable to unpre-
dictable, or from easy to learn to difficult to learn) uses a seven
point Likert scale where the polarity is determined randomly
for each pair. Table 1 shows the averaged results for the six
user experience factors in a range between −3 (negative) to +3
(positive). Overall, all factors received a value around +2 with
only novelty being ranked slightly higher. This relative outlier
is probably due to having conducted this study with non-experts
in the field of visualization, who may not be as current on the
visualization state-of-the-art.

These results by themselves give a general indication that
Parallel Hierarchies are deemed useful and appealing by the
participants. In comparison to the benchmark dataset which
currently contains UEQ test data from 246 scientific and indus-
trial user studies of software products with overall 9, 905 par-
ticipants [83], Parallel Hierarchies rank for most factors among
the top 10% of the studies. Only for perspicuity, Parallel Hierar-
chies is in the second tier of 75%−90% and thus among the top
25% of the products included in the benchmark dataset. While
the UEQ test results are difficult to interpret just by themselves,
they will allow comparing future enhancements and alterations
of the Parallel Hierarchies technique to this baseline.

6.3.3. Feedback
From the free-form feedback given by the participants, two

main themes emerged: 6 out of the 15 participants suggested
to show a table on the side of the view with further detail in-
formation and 7 out of the 15 participants wanted to have the
possibility to export snapshots for reporting purposes.

The first suggestion of adding a tabular display was some-
what counter intuitive at first, as the participants had already
struggled with all the visual details that go well beyond their
common bar chart. Yet it also confirms what we had estab-
lished in the beginning, namely that costing experts are familiar
with spreadsheets and tables. It seems that at least until this user
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group has gained a good understanding of what Parallel Hier-
archies can and cannot do for them, they feel uneasy with just
the visualization and no means to look at the numbers behind it.
Thus, adding such a table as a way to ease the transition from
their accustomed software tools to Parallel Hierarchies seems
like a good path to establish Parallel Hierarchies in this domain.

The second suggestion of being able to take snapshots further
underlines this aspect: being asked about this rather common
feature request, the participants revealed that they did not see
themselves using Parallel Hierarchies in their day to day cost-
ing analyses. For their daily analyses, they have their standard
tool chain with which they are familiar and which is deeply em-
bedded in their companies’ IT infrastructure and general work-
flows. Instead, they wanted to use Parallel Hierarchies mainly
for communication and presentation purposes – in particular
with “the higher-ups” who did not understand or care for com-
plicated spreadsheets. They believed that Parallel Hierarchies
are a perfect way to break down their analyses for the decision
makers. One of the participants who works as a controller said
“I need exactly something like this visualization to communi-
cate my discoveries in the dataset with my managers for future
cost optimization decisions”. The most popular idea brought
forth by 1/3 of the participants was to have an iPad version
of the visualization, which would preserve the interactivity of
the technique. This way, they could even investigate different
costing alternatives together with the decision makers using a
point&click interface.

In addition, we asked the participants for the top 3 use cases
that they could imagine using the visualization for in their daily
work. From the responses, we gathered overall 24 different use
cases from the costing domain alone. In particular participants
with management and consulting roles were eager to use the
visualization for their daily tasks. Three companies partaking
in the SAP PLC co-development program and thus being intro-
duced to Parallel Hierarchies showed particular interest in the
visualization, which lead to the development of a first prototype
for customers from the automotive industry.

6.4. Validity of the Evaluation

When designing Parallel Hierarchies, we had one fundamen-
tal use case in mind: breaking down a numerical aggregate
along multiple hierarchical categories, as one does in the cost-
ing scenario. We then evaluated Parallel Hierarchies with a
rather homogeneous group of people from the product costing
domain and with tasks that work towards the goal of breaking
down a large cost aggregate. Their homogeneity is underlined
by high Cronbach’s alpha-coefficients for the UEQ results given
in Table 1, which lie between 0.74 and 0.87. These indicate
acceptable to good scale consistency among participants [84,
p.109], meaning that our participants mostly agree on the in-
terpretation of the 26 UEQ adjective pairs. The evaluation re-
sults show that for this scenario, Parallel Hierarchies work well
notwithstanding certain learning and adoption hurdles.

Yet when discussing Parallel Hierarchies with the biologists
in the context of the Gene Ontology use case from Section 5.2,
we found that one could also use the visualization quite differ-
ently – namely as an interface for dynamic queries [85], faceted

search [86], or cross-filtering [87]. While being the same fun-
damental visualization technique, this usage context is quite
different as its aim is not to break-down the item distribution
across categories, but to find data subsets with very specific
properties within the dataset. Because of that difference, we are
reluctant to transfer our evaluation results to this very differ-
ent usage scenario that comes with different requirements and
tasks. Establishing the suitability of Parallel Hierarchies in this
scenario will require us to conduct a separate evaluation in this
particular setting that compares them to the aforementioned in-
terfaces for querying, searching, and filtering.

Finally, it has to be noted that our evaluation did neither com-
pare against the diagrammatic status quo in the field of product
costing (i.e., pie charts and bar charts), nor was it conducted
using tasks directly formulated by the users themselves. The
reason was that pie charts and bar charts lack in many regards
the expressiveness for certain data aspects and the effectiveness
for certain tasks that Parallel Hierarchies were specifically de-
signed to accommodate. For example, pie charts and bar charts
are by themselves not able to express hierarchical data struc-
tures and they are thus not effective for pursuing tasks related
to navigating the hierarchical categorizations. Hence a compar-
ison between them would have been a rather one-sided endeav-
our that either used basic tasks that can be accomplished with-
out any of the advanced features that Parallel Hierarchies pro-
vide, or that used advanced tasks that cannot be achieved with
basic charts. To avoid such an apple-to-oranges comparison, we
decided to evaluate Parallel Hierarchies in a stand-alone fash-
ion, as this allowed us to put all of its capabilities to a test. This
includes many capabilities that the users did not know about be-
forehand and for which they could have hardly defined tasks by
themselves up front. For a balanced comparison, an evaluation
against Hierarchical Chord Diagrams (cf. Fig. 2(d)) could be
conducted in the future, albeit these are equally unfamiliar to
our users from product costing.

7. Scalability Considerations

Parallel Hierarchies have been designed with scalability in
mind, which is realized by means of the simplified Icicle plots
that reduce the display of a full hierarchy to only the ances-
tors of an active subcategory and its immediate children. This
design decision alone leads to a clearer view of the currently
focused categories, as one can see by comparing Fig. 1 and
Fig. 12, where the latter basically illustrates how Fig. 1 would
have looked like, if it was not for the simplified Icicle plots. Yet
as with any visualization, after surpassing a certain data size
Parallel Hierarchies become ill-suited for that data’s represen-
tation. While our visual and algorithmic design aims to push
this point as far out as possible, at some point Parallel Hierar-
chies reaches a limit of axes and categories that it can no longer
faithfully show.

As for its visual scalability, Parallel Hierarchies’ sweet spot
lies according to our experience at 3-5 axes showing hierarchies
that are 3-5 levels deep with a branching factor of 2-10 subcat-
egories per category. Already displays of 6-7 axes become hard
to read and to interpret, given that no duplicate axes are among
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Fig. 12. Flat view of the dataset shown in Fig. 1. The axes have been drilled down to the respective levels of granularity shown in Fig. 1, yet they are
displayed without the stacked ancestors and without condensing the siblings, effectively producing a Parallel Sets-like view.

them. We nevertheless decided not to restrict the number of
axes, as in some cases one may want to generate wide mural-
like Parallel Hierarchy visualizations for illustration purposes,
for example. This also leaves the possibility to integrate a more
advanced interactive axes management in the future, such as the
dimension composition known from Parallel Sets [31] or the hi-
erarchical grouping of dimensions employed by Aggregate Par-
allel Coordinates [88].

While deep hierarchies of 10 or more levels are merely te-
dious to explore as they require many drill-down interactions,
wide hierarchies with a branching factor > 20 will turn the visu-
alization indecipherable as the ribbons get thinner. This makes
them harder to trace across the visualization, to select or hover
over with the mouse, as well as too small to be labeled. To en-
able the interactive exploration even of these thinner ribbons,
we have added an optional fisheye distortion in our Parallel
Hierarchies implementation that enlarges small categories and
thin ribbons underneath the mouse cursor for simpler selection
and temporary label placement.

Lastly, there is the issue of the ribbon clutter in between axes
that is left even after applying crossing minimization and re-
ordering of axes. To ease tracing ribbons of interest across these
cluttered regions, we are currently investigating a suggestion
made by one of the demographers who worked with us in the
example from Section 5.1. She proposed to completely remove
all unrelated ribbons from the view when hovering over a sub-
category or ribbon with the mouse. It remains to be seen for
which analytic tasks how much of the contextual information
provided by the other ribbons is actually necessary, or whether
these can indeed just be temporarily cleared while focusing on
a category/ribbon of interest.

While not pursued here, common filtering techniques can

easily be added onto the base visualization, such as showing
only ribbons above a certain threshold to see the larger trends,
or below a certain threshold to see the outliers. Features like
these would help to scale the visualization to more and thus
smaller categories with even thinner ribbons connecting them,
by removing them or putting them in focus, respectively.

As for its algorithmic scalability, which includes runtime
and memory issues, our browser-based implementation can
handle datasets with up to 100k items while maintaining the
necessary responsiveness for an exploratory analysis. The main
limiting technical reasons are (1) that all computations are cur-
rently done entirely on the client side – from parsing, check-
ing, and processing the data to computing the splines for the
ribbons; and (2) that we use an SVG-based rendering through
the D3 visualization library [89], which inflates the DOM tree
to the point where it becomes too complex even for simple
jQuery operations. To scale-up our solution to larger datasets,
we could follow the current trend in web-based parallel coor-
dinate displays to use an Apache Spark back-end on the server
side in combination with WebGL rendering [90, 91]. Another
approach would be to utilize a hierarchical data format that fol-
lows the hierarchies defined over the categorical values and al-
lows us to selectively load top-down only those pre-aggregated
portions of the data that are currently in view.

8. Summary and Outlook

Parallel Hierarchies present a unique way of displaying and
exploring categorical aggregates. Its combination of tree visu-
alization elements and set visualization elements in the same
display space allows for a rich interaction with hierarchical and
categorical aspects of the data at the same time. This interaction
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Fig. 13. Example of the multi-focus selection. Along the left and center axes, two hierarchies are shown. On the leftmost axis, the categories “Western
Europe” and “Eastern Europe” are both selected, thus showing all people of European descent. In the center axis the “Durable Goods” category appears
in two separate branches, which are both selected. As this example shows, selecting multiple categories on the same axis allows for more complex queries
and offers more flexibility when working with complex hierarchies.

can be utilized for a variety of analysis goals: to drill-down into
large datasets to find data items with particular characteristics,
to identify data items that contribute most or least to a given
aggregate, or to trace a subset of data items from a particular
category across multiple properties to see how they distribute.

Our plans for future work will pick up where this paper leaves
off and explore extensions of the presented base visualization.
This includes the possibility of focusing not only at one cate-
gory at a time (currently via mouse over), but at two or more
categories on the same axis. A first example that shows the util-
ity of such a multi-focus selection is given in Fig. 13. This idea
can be further expanded to better distinguish the items from
multiple foci as they propagate, giving Parallel Hierarchies an
entirely new spin in the direction of comparative analysis for
categorical data – e.g., Fig. 13 could then show how people
with Eastern European ancestors distribute across the other data
properties, as compared to people with Western European an-
cestors. In addition, we aim to provide extensions for uncertain
data along the lines of our recent work on showing uncertainties
in ribbons [92], as well as for time-dependent data.

As for the practical part of getting Parallel Hierarchies more
and more into current visualization practice, we are currently
working with the team behind SAP Analytics Cloud, which is
SAP SE’s commercial BI framework, to integrate Parallel Hi-
erarchies as a standard diagram type. As an additional benefit
from the user study with SAP customers that we reported on in
Section 6, several of the study participants now got a taste of
using Parallel Hierarchies and have since requested its integra-
tion as a product feature in the SAP Product Life-cycle Costing
suite.
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